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Session 3: Normative obligations to nonhuman animals | Chair: 
Simon Fitzpatrick
• Nicolas Delon, New College of Florida. “Letting animal agents 

off the hook.”
• Andrew Fenton, Dalhousie University. “Intersubjective 

expectations, shared norms, and captive animal well-being.”
Session 4: The psychology of norms | Chair: Suzanne MacDonald
• Daniel Kelly, Purdue University. "Normative psychology and the 

(many) taxonomies of norms."
• Jordan Theriault, Northeastern University. “The Sense of 

Should: A biologically grounded framework for modeling 
normative motivation.”

• Evan Westra & Kristin Andrews, York University. “The 
pluralistic psychology of norms.”

Session 1: Normativity in non-human primates | Chair: Joshua 
Plotnik
• Carel van Schaik, University of Zurich. “The biological 

foundations of morality and normativity: A primate 
perspective.”

• Chris Krupenye, Durham University and Johns Hopkins 
University. “Apes' expectations of the social world.”

• Sarah Brosnan, Georgia State University. “A bottom-up view of 
normativity in non-human primates.”

Session 2: Animals as moral beings | Chair: Cecilia Heyes
• Susana Monsó & Birte Wrage, Messerli Research Institute, 

Vienna. “Tactful animals: How the study of touch can inform the 
animal normativity debate.”

• Birte Wrage & Judith Benz-Schwarzburg, Messerli Research 
Institute. “What if animals are moral beings? Mapping the 
ethical implications.”



Carel van Schaik, University of Zurich. 

FUTURE RESEARCH

What about species where parental care is largely absent?
• octopuses & snakes

minimal morality: urge to assist others
minimal normativity: expectations about actions



Chris Krupenye, Durham University and Johns Hopkins University. 

FUTURE RESEARCH

• Maybe pigeons pigeonomorphize their feeders?
• Disassociate ToM & normativity! 

• since the idea that norms require tracking other’s
expectations is silent on cognitive mechanism



Sarah Brosnan, Georgia State University. 



Susana Monsó & Birte Wrage, Messerli Research Institute, Vienna. 

FUTURE RESEARCH

"Potentially ‘knowing’ about what kind of touch

hurts / comforts the other" 

à new method to study Theory of Mind? à

Theory of Sentience (ToS) 
credits to Brenda de Groot

Birte Wrage & Judith Benz-Schwarzburg, Messerli Research Institute. 

functions of touch
• discriminative
• affiliative
• vigilance

in-between reflective and non 
reflective agency• care as one way to access morality• if animals cannot develop 
caregiving compentence à they
can not become moral agents ….



Nicolas Delon, New College of Florida. 

animal agency

(Arruda and Povinelli 2016; Delon 2018; Donaldson and Kymlicka 2011; Glock 

2009; Healey and Pepper, forthcoming; Hurley 2003; Jamieson 2017; Purves and

Delon 2018; Sebo 2017; Steward 2009; Thomas 2016; Wilcox 2020) 

animal morality(Andrews and Gruen 2014; Behdadi 2020; Bekoff and Pierce 2009; Cova 2013; de Waal 2006; 

Flack and de Waal 2000; Monsó 2017; Monsó and Andrews, forthcoming; Ferrin 2019; 

Fitzpatrick 2017; Monsó et al. 2018; Musschenga 2015; Rowlands 2012; Shapiro 2006; 

Vincent et al. 2018; also see Clark 1984; DeGrazia 1996; Pluhar 1995; Sapontzis 1987).

Degrees of responsibility
• different capacities that are not all-or-nothing à kinds and degrees
• degrees of

• reasons-responsiveness
• blameworthiness
DeGrazia (1996, 204), Coates & Swenson (2013), Fischer & Ravizza (1998) , Tierney (2019)

WAYS OUT

Faces of responsibility
distinction between
• being responsible & holding responsible (Smith 2007)
• attributability & accountability (Watson 1996)



Andrew Fenton, Dalhousie University.

IF exploitative use of animals is considered as morally permissible
THEN
• primacy of PRT of captive animals
• respect their sustained dissent
• rehoming animals used in science (when killing would not be a 

mercy)



Daniel Kelly, Purdue University. 

distinction between

IDEA OF INTERNALISED NORMS & 
their psychological machinery

• socially aquired behavior-guiding rules



Jordan Theriault, Northeastern University. 

How can I avoid my brain 
punishing myself if I intend to 
violate expectations because 

of being a revolutionary?

Through an affective response to
self-caused social disruption, the
brain punishes itself.



Evan Westra & Kristin Andrews, York University. 

MULTIPLE REALIZATION
• many different underlying cognitive, affective, and ecological processes à not a unified cognitive

architecture or basic representational characteristic, 
• but rather a shared causal role in sustaining normative regularities

• Sense of should
• Avoiding punishment
• Rewards for conformity
• Sense of social identity & belonging
• Reinforcement learning
• Environmental scaffolding
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Session 3: Normative obligations to nonhuman animals
Chair: Simon Fitzpatrick
Nicolas Delon, New College of Florida. “Letting animal agents off the hook.”
Andrew Fenton, Dalhousie University. “Intersubjective expectations, shared norms, and 
captive animal well-being.”

Session 4: The psychology of norms
Chair: Suzanne MacDonald
Daniel Kelly, Purdue University. "Normative psychology and the (many) taxonomies of 
norms."
Jordan Theriault, Northeastern University. “The Sense of Should: A biologically grounded 
framework for modeling normative motivation.”
Evan Westra & Kristin Andrews, York University. “The pluralistic psychology of norms.”

Session 5: Toolmaking, culture, and the evolution of norms | Chair: Noam Miller
• Jonathan Birch, London School of Economics. “Toolmaking and the evolution of normative cognition.”
• Thibaud Gruber, University of Geneva. "Affect and cultural norms in primates"
• Lydia Luncz, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology. “How social is tool use in primates?”

Session 6: Animals, normativity, and language | Chair: Evan Westra
• Bart Geurts, Radboud University. "How normativity and language coevolved."
• Giuseppe Lorini, University of Cagliari. "Are there non-human nomic animals?"

Session 7: The natural foundations of normativity | Chair: Valerie Schoof
• Rachell Powell, Boston University & Irina Mikhalevich, Rochester Institute of Technology. "Social Norms and 

Superorganisms: A Case for Deep Convergence."
• Joseph Jebari, Georgetown University. “Reasons, actions, and ecology.”

Session 8: Animal ought-thoughts | Chair: Kristin Andrews
• Laura Danón, University of Córdoba. “Ought-thoughts and animal minds.”
• Erik Nelson, Dalhousie University. “Chimpanzees in the Space of Reasons: A Semantic Analysis of Chimpanzee 

Behaviour.”
• Simon Fitzpatrick, John Carroll University. “The evolution of animal norms: a how-possibly model and some questions.”



Jonathan Birch, London School of Economics. 

DEF.: “GUIDED” BY A NORM N WHEN:

i. Notice or anticipate failures to comply with N;

ii. Feel affective pressure when a departure from N occurs or is

anticipated;iii. Know what to do to re-establish conformity with N (pre-

empting or correcting behaviour, asking

forgiveness/permission, censuring/punishing)

“SKILL FIRST” PICTURE 

How did our hominin ancestors come
to be micro-regulators of their own
and each other’s behaviour?
• technical norms: practical skill & 

elaboration of mechanisms for
transmitting skill

• understand the role norms play in 
regulating skilled action à understand
the basic psychological capacities
involved in normative guidance

Part I (psychology):

Part II (evolution):

THE “SKILL HYPOTHESIS”



Thibaud Gruber, University of Geneva. 

different kinds of sponges



Lydia Luncz, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology. 



Giuseppe Lorini, University of Cagliari.

Animal normativity:
a kind of normativity/deontology

without language

Bart Geurts, Radboud University. 



Rachell Powell, Boston University & Irina Mikhalevich, Rochester Institute of Technology. 

Moral 
Normativity

Social Norm 
Normativity

Social Normativity

Psychological Normativity 

Biological Normativity 

SOCIAL NORMS 
• institutionally enforced codes of conduct 
• adaptively designed to solve goal conflicts between nested 

levels of selection 
• by regulating the behavior of lower-level units in groups 

that have gone some ways, but not all the way, down the 
asymptotic path to a proper evolutionary individual

eusocial insect society 



Joseph Jebari, Georgetown University. 

MOTIVATIONAL 

VERSUS NORMATIVE 

REASONS

example:



Laura Danón, University of Córdoba. Erik Nelson, Dalhousie University. 

very exciting!!!

unfortunately I was not able to 

write and listen and understand 



ANIMAL NORMS: 
A HOW-POSSIBLY MODEL

• link between selective social learning strategies & 
emergence of social norms

Copy the majority (conformity bias)
Copy the most successful (prestige bias)
“Proto”-social norms can emerge through a 

combination of both biases

Simon Fitzpatrick, John Carroll University. 

FUTURE RESEARCH

• affective social learning | (Re-)Enforcement mechanisms? | necessitiy of punishment or “self punishment”
• social benefits vs. social costs | social structure?
• norm system or cognitive gadget or mere “proto”-norms?

accounts of normative cognition beyond capacities of nonhuman animals


